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Abstract: In the B2C & B2B ecommerce arena, the Measurable Business Results (MBR) of an application is its ability to retain customers and its prospects. And in an ephemeral product and services world, customer experience (CX) is a pillar of value creation. A superior customer experience is a means to stay ahead in the competitive environment. The issues that arise on the customer experience has a greater visibility on the smaller social world and is a direct impact to MBR. With all said, a greater priority of resolving such issues with an effective test automation that leverages the CX oracles in automating the test suites is a solution to mitigate the issues around customer experience. The approach involves flooding the test oracles created with the real customer experience data to the test automation suites that cover the 360 degrees of the functional, regression and integration testing of the application.

Index Terms: Customer experience, test automation.

I. INTRODUCTION

The application testing with respect to functional, regression and integration testing is a continuous process with the discovery of new data set that suits the changes that has been incorporated as a new feature or changes to the existing one. Every time, the data set identification and streamlining the data set for automated testing is a herculean task and often involve manual efforts to make it happen. There are different mechanisms to validate the correctness of the system under test. The approach taken here is the continuous flooding of the test oracles that get generated by the instrumentation mechanism of the application. The application under test is continuously instrumented gathering the data of customer experience that deal with each specific class and methods of the application. In a nutshell, it is the Integration of Technology with Customer Experience with Open Source API & Frameworks towards enhancing a Java/Web application with better quality using the automated testing with the following modules.

1. Bytecode Instrumentation to trace CX Behavioral and Interaction Data
2. Automated Testing with CX Data

A. THE CHALLENGE OF TODAY’S IT ENVIRONMENT

The following are few challenges that we see as an inherent issue in the testing world
1. Lack of API Testing
2. Lack of Automated Testing

3. Lack of visibility into production environments
4. Difficulty in managing environments

The results of the above challenges when turned out to be an issue in the production system will result in
1. Voice of Customer – The interaction and behavior data of the customer are analyzed only when the application suffers a huge threat with its stability and reliability
2. Negative Scores of Customer Experience is direct impact to the brand.
3. CX Analytics - is the baby of top management for any organization directly proportional to the following
   – Conversion and Revenue
   – Scorecards & Competitor Ranking’s

B. THE INTEL EFFECT

One of the greatest security issue identified in the early Jan of 2018 was the Meltdown & Spectre Attack. The fundamental design flaw of the intel chips was identified after decades of it being the market leader in the industry. The vulnerability was the leakage of kernel memory to any application when introduced with chip-level security bug. The defense mechanism adapted by various operating systems in the Kernel Address Space Layout Randomization (KASLR) is defeated by this vulnerability. This vulnerability can be exploited by hackers and malware to read the kernel’s memory and the complete system is under threat inclusive of its network.

C. THE VOICE OF THE CUSTOMER

The feedback from the customer about the product or services to different mediums is the voice of the customer (VoC) and materializing this input to the testing arena before it reaches the public forum will benefit to a larger extent. The following are the different source of VoC data.
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1. Social Media Conversations
2. Contact Center Interactions
3. Blogs and news
4. Comments from third party sites and forums

The weightage or priorities set by these inputs to the functional areas should be formulated to the continuous testing process. It is more of the sentiment analysis of the customer and prioritizing the actions accordingly. The automation and plugging in of the sentiment analyzed inputs to the testing life cycle could be another opportunity of study with the proposed system of this project.

D. BRAND TOUCHPOINTS

The brand is a story unfolding across all customer touch points. Defining touchpoints, the customer journey and the experience are all important to a brand’s success. More importantly, the factor that govern the brand value is the effectiveness in the testing strategy employed by organizations. In addition to the typical testing strategy employed in general as said below, the complete functional, regression and integration testing leverage the instrumented customer experience data to the continuous automation process will help the brand value.

II. RELATED WORK

VahidGarousiet al (2017) [1] performed a work in detailing out the process involved in the automated testing and the tools used for achieving the desired results supplemented with case studies and survey results [IEEE 7888399]. This talks about the automation across the software testing process that is inclusive of the test case design, scripting, execution, evaluation, reporting and Test Management and other engineering activities. It talks about the practice regarding automation of testing activities other than test execution that involves the prototype tools such as Evosuite, AUSTIN (Augmented Search Based Testing) that perform search based test data generation. These were supported with the survey and case studies of different projects and application under test. AbdelilahSakti, Gilles Pesant et al 2015, [2] performed work on the mechanism for the improved coverage of test automation tools [IEEE 06926828]. It uses three mechanisms. One is the instantiation of the class that is under the scanner of the search based test generation process. It employs the splitting mechanism of the search space and leverages different means of instantiation. The second mechanism is the Diversification Strategy which generates the needed instances by the simplest of the instantiation method and factors the complexity of the instantiation mechanism on the overall complexity of the test automation. Both the first and the second mechanism deal mostly on the means of instantiation and the complexity factor around it. The third mechanism is the seeding strategy of the test data generation process. For each primitive data type, it collects constants from the source code and largely dependent on the source code to provide the test data that it operates on.

III. EXISTING SYSTEM

Performance Engineering tools are capable of providing deep insights to technical artifacts but doesn’t have the CX data in to play.UX Applications both commercial and open source are capable of extracting user behavioral data and session playback details for analytics and triaging production issues. Few of the notable products are

1. IBM Tealeaf CX
2. Oracle Cloud CX

Fig. 3.1 The Magic Quadrant of Proposed Solution

The data extracted would help for manual triaging of issues and of not much useful towards automating the DEVOps cycle and towards fixing the application issues with respect to code, standards and security unless it provides deep insight to the application code, design and the reverse engineered path towards the reproducible defects.

IV. PROPOSED WORK

Use The four-layered architecture that spans across the end user requests till the complete continuous integration using DEVOps workflow is illustrated below. With the data acquisition that enabled through the Java Instrumentation mechanism through the Instrumentation Agent that gets attached to the individual JVM’s with appropriate runtime configurations is leveraged for the test data generation for the search based test automation process. The recordings of these were either pushed to the flat file, database, repository or to the elastic search which is more appropriate to the application that may use this in future. The Search Based Test (SBT) Automation framework will be used to leverage the real-time customer data that was captured in the recordings as highlighted below which is taken into the Continuous Integration (CI) cycle that gets triggered by the event of new data flood.

Fig. 4.1 The Architecture Diagram

A. INSTRUMENTATION APPROACH

The rules for the application under test that is required to be traced at line number or the variables nested deep inside the method or any complex conditional statements will be dealt with extending the RuleGeneratorAdapter of the ByteMan API as shown below.
C. RULE IMPLEMENTATION – SIMPLIFIED APPROACH

There are different approaches by which the application under test can be scrutinized for the loaded classes and to get them instrumented with the Byteman script using Java Instrumentation mechanism for test data generation. Here is one approach that leverages the Byteman Helper class that could leverage the run-time changes just in time when the operation is performed using the same class loader of the method invocation in the application. To run this script, the helper class and its extension has to be compiled to a jar and set as the instrumentation jar in the application under test. Here are the steps involved. The below is the script to check the compilation of the script. This will report errors when the script has any issues semantically.

D. THE LOG ANALYSIS OF THE AUT

The Application Under Test (AUT) exhibits no difference in the user interface of the application when the instrumentation agent is attached to its server and the logs of the same is being pushed along with the instrumented data. The below given is the screenshot of the Kibana Query page where we can find the logs of the application. Usually the standard out logs will not be available in the kibana unless they are logged with one of the Kibana log properties (key=value). Having said this, we can get the instrumented data grepped with logging under a key for Kibana or can be manually parsed from the log files to get the instrumented data.

---

B. TEST AUTOMATION APPROACH

Evosuite is the Search Based Test (SBT) Automation framework that is employed for test automation will be extended for the change in CX Instrumented data in the implementation of the Bytecode Instrumentation that it does for SBT.

---

---
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V. CONCLUSION

The proposed project is concluded by proposing two modules one getting the instrumented customer or user data for use in the application and another with the test automation suite with the instrumented data that is available in the data storage as discussed above. The activity cycle of both the User and Developer is shown below.

1. Automated Functional, Regression & Integration Testing with CX Data
2. Lesser Efforts on Triaging and Reproduction of Customer Defects
3. Improved Productivity
4. Results in Reliable and Scalable Application
5. Improved Customer Experience, Conversion and Revenue
6. Improved Application Metrics
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